Let's say for the moment that the etymology of traghetto as being across from the ghetto is a load of pasta and beans. It would not automatically follow that the thought is too, would it? A false etymology, like a false hope, can get one across just as well, can't it? It only has to float temporarily after all.
I came to Venice only to study the ghetto. I would not have come otherwise.
Other visitors to Venice, and I too at other times, might have different points of focus, but my orientation in coming on this occasion was the ghetto alone.
Everywhere I went, I was in a sense always across from it. Even in other places during my stay, visiting the cities of Conegliano, Padova, Ferrara, or Trieste, I thought about the ghetto of Venice, oriented myself and the things I was encountering, made sense of places, facts, dates, books, and people all by relation to it. One encounters all sorts of random things while traveling, far too many to remember. The ghetto provided me with a principle of forgetting, a path or halakhah, as Yerushalmi suggests. 5 Whatever did not relate to it fell by the wayside. Across from the ghetto.
questions of identity today, who claim that we perform a self, or multiple selves, and that this is both perfectly healthy and the only real sense in which identity functions. As a non-Jew, it's unlikely I could ever be of the ghetto. Across from the ghetto.
By some coincidence, my apartment turned out to be in San Polo near the Rialto market, across from the ghetto, so most mornings on my way, I would take the traghetto, the "poor man's gondola," as some like to call it, which lands at Campo Santa Sophia, and, standing with the locals or sitting with the tourists, I could not help but see them too against the backdrop of the ghetto and the ghetto's inhabitants through time. There they were after all, moving, perhaps unwittingly, "to the right, to the right," as one of Rilke's narrators puts it, 6 toward that real and imaginary demarcation that has had such resonance in modern European and American life, especially since the early part of the twentieth century.
I prefer to veer off from the Rio Terra San Leonardo in order to enter the ghetto not from the Fondamenta but from the Rio Terra Farsetti, following the signs to the synagogues, through Calesele, the tiny Campiello Zen (a name I particularly love), into the Gheto novissimo (which has the air of something plush and shiny-I guess it was once not the oxymoron it seems today), and across the wooden bridge refuse to give credence to the explanation that the area on which the Jews were settled was once a foundry (getto) hangs in the balance. Here we have a single Latin root transjactare, which happens to contain the same root as that for the activity of casting that would take place in a foundry (jactare-gettare), which gives birth to two parallel pronunciations in modern Italian, not one pronunciation that then shifts into the other over time (because that would present the problem of how you get from one to the other), but two contemporarily productive ways of transforming the old "ja" sound of Latin, one in your throat and one on your palate: traghetto -tragitto, 12 Caryl Philips ruminates suggestively on the divide between a European Jewish conception of ghetto, with its oppressive history, and African-American antisemitism, in his The European Tribe (NY: Faber and Faber, 1987) , pp. 52-55.
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traghetto -tragitto, traghetto -tragitto, it's almost enough to make you want to paint some soft watches.
There is nothing terribly ground breaking here. I don't want to suggest that one of these words, either ghetto or traghetto, might derive from the other, or that everything in Venice should really be considered as across from the ghetto, for that would be a historical distortion. But that they exist in closer proximity than our initial wry-smiled rejection of the pun might lead us to assume, that is a modest claim I do want to make. And, that the traghetto might be a kind of vehicle that can help you get to ghetto, an even more modest one, I suppose.
And if, in the end, I still feel a little like I've snuck into the temple, then that is something I am willing to accept as the price of the performance.
